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Motivation 

l For most existing visualization systems it is often 
not clear what specific tasks they are designed 
for.  

l Most existing visualization systems provide only 
low level interaction techniques 

l We need a higher level interaction technique to 
help end users operate at the level of tasks  



Problem Solving Process 

l  Open the data files or connect to the databases. 
l  Divide the work into multiple tasks. Create a hierarchical 

task tree. 
l  Associate data parameters with each task.  
l  For each task, construct a data-visualization. A 

visualization engine will automatically recommend 
multiple design choices, which are presented in a 
design-gallery style interface.  The designs are selected 
and ranked based on their accuracy, utility, and 
efficiency scores in the visualization dictionaries.  

l  Explore the data visualization through interaction 
techniques.  
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User Constructed Visualization 

l Complex problem solving is a dynamic process. 
In search for a solution, users need to test 
different hypotheses or different strategies  

l Studies have shown that the effectiveness of 
visualizations depends on users’ background 
and knowledge.  

l Self-constructed visualizations may assist 
problem solving in ways different from 
prefabricated visualizations  



Task Tree 

l Task tree can reduce the user’s cognitive 
load 

l Task tree is essentially a visual language 
for describing a specific problem solving 
strategy and expertise, which can be 
shared and reused.  
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Conclusion 

l  Tasks are explicitly identified and organized and visualizations are 
constructed for specific tasks and their related data parameters.  

l  The center piece of this framework is a task tree which dynamically 
links the raw data with automatically generated visualization.  

l  Our future work includes developing a design gallery style 
visualization interface that allows users to compare and select from 
multiple visualizations that are automatically generated.  

l  A significant challenge is to develop a visualization engine that helps 
automatically generate visualizations given a task and its related 
parameters.  


